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What you’ll gain from this session

You will develop an outline plan for marketing your open source project, 
covering customers, code, content, community, and more. You will walk away 
ready to get started, bringing more attention and resources to your project.



Learning objectives
• Identify the components of marketing that will be useful 

to your open source project
• Gather ideas for how you might execute each 

of those components

• Walk away with a plan you can start on immediately



Agenda
Introductions all around, why you’re here

A quick intro to marketing and why open source needs it

The components of open source marketing

Open question time, develop your own marketing plan

Next steps and resources
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What is marketing in open source?
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In open source, marketing is about getting people to exchange their 
time and attention (and sometimes money) for your ideas
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What resources do projects need?

The time and effort of people 
• Users

• Contributors: Independent and/or assigned to a project 
by their employer (or hired specifically to work on it)

Money 
• Sponsorships
• Salaries
• Bounties
• Investment
• Donations



The components of open source marketing

Customers Code Content Channels Community



Who are your customers?

What do they need? 

How does your project meet 
that need?

First, last, and always: 
Your customers



The basic code
• Architected for participation
• Well commented

Tools

Tests

Examples and sample code

Code
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Branding
Name

Logo/mascot



Good documentation is crucial

It can be very hard to achieve

Documentation



Beyond “good” documentation

Help people understand 
what a technology is about…

…and how they can use it 
to succeed.*

Thanks, Kathy Sierra!



How-to’s, blueprints, architectures, etc.

Blog

Videos and screencasts 

Articles and press (trade press, 
scholarly journals, refereed conferences)

Books

EducationContent



Various terms used 
(and abused) various ways

Don’t get hung 
up on terminology

Do create this kind 
of material—the 
deeper, the better

“Papers”
How-to’s, 

blueprints, etc.



Blog

Yes, have one!

Technical and news 
posts are both appropriate

There is no canonical length



Video 
& screencasts

Presentations, interviews, 
demos, etc.

Attention spans are short

YouTube is your friend

Subtitles/captions



Get professional 
PR help with this 

Getting press coverage 
is an art, not a science

Getting press coverage 
is an art, not a scienceTrade press



Hacker News

Reddit

How do you know?
News sites



Refereed journals

Communications of the ACM

USENIX ;login:



Books

Great marketing tool

Possibly a great career move

Tons of work

Never write a book 
for the money



Tutorials

Workshops

Classes

Certifications

Conferences

Education



Are a source of content

Help with community building

• Earned speaking slots > paid ones
• Start small/local, work your way up
• If the conference isn’t filming your talk, 

ask if you can
• Have someone live—Tweet your talk
• When devs can’t do it all, get evangelists
• Run your own conference? 

Events
meetups, talks,
and conferences



Time needed to create different kinds of content

Informal talk (video it)
Not counting video edit time 10 minutes–1 hour

One blog post 1–10 hours

Managing a whole blog Full-time job

Formal presentation 3–10 hours

Published article 3–30 hours

Technical paper 5–50 hours

Book 2,000 hours

Conference Days to months



Bug database

Email threads

IRC/Slack discussions

Code comments

Rule of thumb: If you have to answer the 
same question more than 3 times, put the 
answer somewhere easy to find (FAQ, blog 
post, Wiki)

Shortcuts to 
developing content



GitHub (repo and pages)

Other website and/or Wiki

Blog

YouTube

Events

Channels: places 
to put content
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Content, content, content
—and keep it fresh

Search engine
optimization



Use keywords, tags & categories

GitHub topics 

Blog tags and categories

YouTube tags

SEO keywords

Discoverability



Twitter

LinkedIn

Facebook?

Whatever else comes alongSocial media



Mailing lists

IRC

Slack

Stack OverflowDiscussion
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—Everything
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Example:
The air travel 
experience



Culture

Code of conduct

Diversity
• Of the community
• Of contribution

Code of conduct

Kindness

Community



Brilliant jerks

”

“Around 50 percent of 
respondents had witnessed bad 
behavior in open source, and they 
said that’s often enough to keep 
them away from a particular 
project or community.

Wired on the GitHub Open Source Survey
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Are you doing it well?
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• Participants in the Marketing Open Source discussion 
session at the Community Leadership Summit who 
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Thank you!
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